WORK HAS CHANGED

Why traditional security can’t protect mobile devices

Increasingly, your employees are away from the office and using their personal smartphones and tablets to work, leaving traditional security behind. To properly secure your organization, you need to understand how productivity has changed.

Office perimeters are gone.
You can’t inspect your network traffic if your employees don’t connect to the office network with their mobile devices.

Everything’s encrypted.
With all messages encrypted end-to-end you can’t inspect your employees’ messaging content to find threats.

Scanning isn’t an option.
iOS, Android and Chrome OS as well as their apps doesn’t provide privileged access. This means you can’t scan processes and quarantine apps like you used to on Windows.

People want their privacy.
Even if you can inspect content, it would be a massive invasion of privacy, as your workers now use their mobile devices both for work and play.

How do I secure my mobile devices?
You need a security approach that is not tied to an office perimeter or needs privileged access to the operating systems and apps. Here at Lookout, we overcome this challenge by analyzing data from nearly 200 million mobile devices and over 100 million apps.

Looking for security purpose-built for mobile? Visit lookout.com to learn more.